Wolfgang Beck (2017) has offered an extended criticism of the interpretation of the apparently metrical Pforzen inscription proffered most fulsomely by authors such as Edith Marold (1996, 2004) and Robert Nedoma (1999, 2004a) concluding: “all that can be said with any certainty is that the Pforzen inscription contains two pre-Old High German personal names in a context that cannot be further elucidated.” The key to interpreting the verb-final inscription on the late-sixth-century Pforzen buckle, however, is generally recognised to be how to explain the appearance of the alliterating names Aigil and Ailrūn paired by the conjunction andi ‘and’ in the inscription’s first line. Associated by scholars such as Marold and Nedoma with the Old Norse heroic pair of Egill and Qlrún, both of the Pforzen names seem to evidence a palatal development in their first syllables—the underlying Germanic roots for the relevant themes of the Old Norse pairing appear to be *agil- and *al-, not *aigil- and *ail-. Claimed by Martin Findell (2012, 193) to be “unmotivated” (cf. Nedoma 2004b, 163–65), palatal developments of this kind are attested in the earliest Old High German glosses and are consistent with the palatalisation or Mouillierung theory of i-umlaut associated most strongly with Wilhelm Scherer (1868, 144 f.).

As Stefan Sonderegger (1979, 302–04) explains, spellings of this kind have been traditionally taken as evidence that i-umlaut developed in Old High German through palatalisation of root vowels rather than vowel harmony: “The oldest umlaut graphemes of Old High German show not infrequently digraphic spellings ae, ei, ai for the i-umlaut reflex of a. In this we see an indication of an earlier, intermediate stage a, a > e, e > e” (trans. Krygier 1998, 151). Jacob Grimm (1840, 104) and Wilhelm Scherer (1868, 144) were first to point out that the earliest Old High German indications of i-umlaut include digraphic spellings such as St Gallen
aigi for later egī 'disciplina' and the Tegernsee gloss ailliu for later alliu, elliu 'totus, omnis' (Seebold 2001, 110; 2008, 129). Scherer’s palatalisation theory has largely been rejected in more recent scholarship in favour of W. Freeman Twaddell’s (1938) vowel harmony model (Krygier 1998, Schulze 2010, Van der Hoek 2010). Yet given the orthographic evidence preserved in the early Old High German glosses, the palatal epenthesis seen in the Pforzen inscription is precisely what we would expect to find in such an early text. The spelling aīl-, however, presumably shows that the underlying form in German was *āli- rather than the *alu- suggested by Old Norse ḷl-.

Other etymologies for these forms have been developed. Norbert Wagner (1999), for example, disassociates aigil etymologically from Agila- and Egil(-), tracing it to an agentive derivative in -il of the preterite-present verb *aiganą ‘to own’. But as the spelling Ayglolfinga in Fredegar’s chronicle (bk. 4, sec. 51) for the name of the Bavarian ducal Agilolfing dynasty suggests, the alternations of Egil- and Eigil- first noted by Ernst Förstemann (1900, 27–36) in early German sources can be explained without recourse to a nomen agentis of *aiganą recorded only in German onomastics. Similar obscurum per obscursus attempts to explain the spelling aīl- have proven even less convincing, the only plausible comparator offered being an etymologically isolated Old English lexeme āl ‘fire’ not (otherwise) reflected in German or onomastically (Findell 2012, 78). Descartes begins his Principia Philosophiae (1644; Principles of Philosophy [1983]) with the contention “The seeker after truth must once in his lifetime doubt everything that he can doubt”, but there is little linguistic cause to dispute the notion that the names recorded as aigil and aīrun in the Pforzen inscription reflect early German variants of Egill and Ǫlrún.

So what would the names of a heroic couple be doing on a Merovingian belt buckle? Given no suitable early runic comparators, the first place to look for parallels would be other belt buckle inscriptions found in Merovingian contexts. As Lisbeth Imer (2015, 110) remarks, “the best analogies for the inscriptions ought to be contemporary and found in roughly the same geographical area”, and inscribed buckles are well known from contemporary Burgundian sites. The Pforzen buckle is an example of the Alemannic Weingarten type, the only known buckle of this morphological genre that is inscribed (Windler 1989, Babucke 1999). Inscribed strap-ends are well known from Alemannic graves, with some even featuring Christian texts such as deus in adiutorium meum intende ‘O God, come to my assistance’ (Psalm 69:2 [Vulgate]) and Jelis suis mandauit de te ut costotiam te i omibos ui ‘For he hath given his angels charge over
thee; to keep thee in all thy ways’ (Psalm 90:11 [Vulgate]; Düwel 1994, 255 f.). Over a dozen similarly dating buckles of Burgundian make, however, feature pictorial representations of the Biblical story of Daniel and the lions (Daniel 14), and often include descriptive inscriptions such as + uui Dagninil duo leones eed euus lengebant + Daidius ‘(long) may you live, Daniel two lions lick [his feet?], Daidius’ and Daniel profeta, Abbacu profeta ‘Daniel the prophet, Habakkuk the prophet’. Many more contempor­ary Burgundian buckles still are inscribed with explicitly amuletic expressions, featuring texts including Nasualdus Nansa + vivat deo utere felix Daninil ‘Naswaldus Nansa (long) may you live (in) God, use luckily, Daniel’ and Deenatus deaconus vivat … deo im pace annus cen ‘Renatus the deacon may you live in God, in peace for a hundred years’ (Tischler 1982, Treffort 2002, Speidel 2011).

Buckles of this Burgundian amuletic type also sometimes feature small compartments used to carry relics. One of these is the Monnet-la-Ville buckle which bears the inscription Tonancius viva Maxo me fecit opdime fecio facio ‘May you live (long) Donantius, Maxo made me best, I made, I make’ (Werner 1979, Young 2009). Sometimes the Burgundian buckle plates even feature commissioner’s texts such as Willimeres fece fibal Poemo cer ‘Willemer made this buckle for the cleric Polemicus’ or even a mixture like + Landelinus ficit numen, qui illa possiderauit viva usqui annus mili in do ‘Landelinius made (a) divine (image), may he who shall possess it live for a thousand years in God’ (Tischler 1982, Gaillard de Sémainville 2003). It seems quite clear that the Pforzen buckle belongs to a contemporary and geographically local genre of inscribed Merovingian amulets, albeit with apparent reference to a heroic pair, Aigil and Ailrun, where Burgundian buckles typically feature wishes for long life, depict the story of Daniel and the lions, or preserve less semiotically clear Christian pictorial expressions such as representations of griffins or saints. Given this context, Mindy MacLeod and Bernard Mees (2006, 19 f.) duly argue that the Pforzen text represents an example of a widely attested genre of magico-religious expression, the inscription’s alliteration and verb­final word order suggesting that it preserves some kind of historiola or narrative charm.

There remain key difficulties in interpreting the inscription on the Pforzen buckle. The orthographically unexpected form ltahu that opens the second line has been interpreted in several different (equally problem­atic) ways. Klaus Düwel’s (1999, 47) connection of the form with Old High German elaho ‘elk’ seems more regular linguistically than Nedoma’s (2004a, 354) invocation of an otherwise unattested hydronym and the association
of the form with ideographs by Elmar Seebold (2001, 14) is unparalleled (cf. Seebold’s equally unconventional proposal that the sequence usually read as aïlrun begins with an “untypische Bindrune” ha). The alliteration suggests that a form cognate to Aldako (which seems to reflect an Old Saxon counterpart of Old High German altihho ‘elder, veteran’ — albeit with different apophony in the suffix) may have been intended (Crecelius 1864, 14). But ūtahu is uncontroversially taken as representing the direct object of the verb gasōkun. The final term gasōkun is obviously a perfective development of Indo-European *seh₂g- ‘seek’ that is reflected in Gothic as gasakan ‘to reprove, to reproach’ and Old High German gisahhan ‘to condemn’, gisahha ‘blame’. The Proto-Germanic verb *sakaną is also reconstructed with a meaning ‘to contend, to fight’ by Don Ringe and Ann Taylor (2014, 232), but as ‘to charge’ by Guus Kroonen (2013, 423). Ottar Grønvik (2003) argued for the etymological primacy of the military meaning (presumably as a semantic development of ‘seek (out in battle)’ > ‘approach’ > ‘fight’ > ‘reproach, blame’ has occurred) and comparative evidence such as the Old Irish verb saigid ‘to seek out, to approach, to attack’ supports his presumption that the Old English strong verb sacan ‘to fight, to contend; to sue, to blame, to accuse’ is semantically more conservative than the recorded Gothic or Old High German perfective forms. But what precisely was intended by the second line of the early German buckle’s text remains disputable. Only the opening line’s alliterating names Aigil andi Ailrūn, the anastrophic, verb-last position of the verb gasōkun, and the appearance of amuletic inscriptions on comparable Burgundian belt buckles are absolutely clear considerations. Beck is surely right that too much has been made of the Pforzen buckle text in the past, but taken together its most clearly established features point most obviously to a magico-religious interpretation of the difficult Merovingian German find.
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